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(some) Fundamental Questions

• What is the shape of the Universe?

• Is the Universe homegeneous and isotropic?

• Is LCDM the `true’ cosmology?

• Does the dark energy exist? 

• Or: do we live in a void? How large it is?

• Is the Universe acceleration a data artifact?

• Did the Universe came from a singularity?



Cosmology precision era: 1990 ⟼ …!

Multiple ways to do OC with public data: !
  - crude data!
  - intermed. data!
  - data products!

Observational Cosmology (OC)!
or How to extract info from Peta-bytes of data
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Universos-ilhas

menos estrelas

mais
estrelas

~1750, T. Wright, E. Kant e

J. Lambert propõem que as

nebulosas sejam “Universos-Ilhas”



“Grande debate de 1920”:
universo de estrelas  X  universo de galáxias

Via Láctea pequena

Sol está no centro

Nebulosas são
“universos ilhas”

Via Láctea muito grande

Sol a 15 kpc do centro

Nebulosas fazem
parte da galáxia

Heber D. CurtisHarlow Shapley

modelo de Kapteyn (1901)

• O grande problema era a determinação de distâncias
das nebulosas.



Descoberta da estrutura das galáxias

• 1786/1802:  Catálogo de William Herschel e família.

• 1845:  Lord Rosse descobre a estrutura espiral de algumas “nebulosas”.

Montagem dos desenhos de Lord Rosse de 1845 e de imagens do SDSS



⟼

Large-scale structure!



VIPERS survey catalog
exm. under- & over-densities: voids & bulks



⟼

Large-scale structure: BAO!

SDSS!



flutuações da Curvatura do espaço-tempo





parenthesis)
N-body simulation

spherical collapse 

or mergers



Formação de Estruturas



Perturbation Theory
!Begin from the basic equations for non-

relativistic hydrodynamics. 
" Continuity, Euler, Poisson equations





Evolution of Structure

z = 18



Evolution of Structure

z = 6



Evolution of Structure

z = 1.4



Evolution of Structure

z = 0



Subhalos within Halos



aglomerado !
 de galáxias



BAO is a signature !
imprinted in the!
distribution of cosmic!
objects.!
Why is it important?
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Fig. 1.— Top: The Sloan 2.5-m telescope. Left: Composite gri color image of galaxies in North and South Galactic Cap

SDSS imaging, with zoom in to Messier 33. Right: Galaxy redshifts versus right ascension in a slice around the celestial

equator from the SDSS Legacy survey.

1. The SDSS Legacy

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has left a permanent, world-wide imprint on the science and

culture of astronomy. Virtually all areas of optical astronomy — from stellar astronomy to the study of

distant quasars — underwent a revolution with the advent of its first data releases. It has established a

robust model of public data distribution that has persisted through three phases: SDSS-I, -II and -III.

The collaborating scientists have written hundreds of papers, and astrophysicists using the public data

releases have written thousands more. The SDSS databases have several times been named the highest

impact project, facility or mission in the field of astronomy, as judged by number of citations of associated

refereed journal articles. We intend to continue this tradition, pursuing new and more ambitious scientific

objectives with the same focus on quality, openness, and completeness.

The centerpiece of the SDSS legacy over the last decade was its five-band imaging survey of 14,555

square degrees, or one-third, of the sky, demonstrated in the left panel of Figure 1. With this survey, SDSS

mapped the metallicities and distances of tens of millions of stars in our own Galaxy, discovering new nearby

star clusters, dwarf galaxies and stellar streams, while simultaneously sifting out a few dozen of the highest

redshift quasars known and mapping hundreds of millions of the galaxies in between. With its powerful and

convenient data access portals, the SDSS provides the definitive view of the sky for astronomers today, as

yet unsurpassed in quality and quantity. Additionally, in a 200 square degree region, more than a hundred

epochs of data were observed, allowing the identification and follow-up of over 500 supernovae, which have



2-point correlation function

 BAO: cosmological  ruler

Large-scale structure: BAO!



Observer

δr = (c/H)δz�r = DA�✓

*2-point angular correlation function

2PACF*: a tool to explore !
transversal-BAO signature

 BAO: cosmological  ruler



• Motivation: To restrict cosmological models and 
parameters in a model independent way

• What do we do:  Precise measurements of DA(z)  
without assuming a fiducial cosmology.

Analyses with !
galaxy surveys
e.g.,SDSS-DR10
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Finding       in the 2PACF in✓
BAO

thin bin-redshift shells �z ' 0.01

3

redshift intervals number of LRGs z̄ �z

0.440 - 0.460 21,862 0.45 0.02
0.465 - 0.475 17,536 0.47 0.01
0.480 - 0.500 40,957 0.49 0.02
0.505 - 0.515 21,046 0.51 0.01
0.525 - 0.535 22,147 0.53 0.01
0.545 - 0.555 21,048 0.55 0.01

TABLE I. The six bin-redshift intervals and their properties:
number of galaxies, mean redshift of the sample, z̄, and bin-
width, �z. Notice that contiguous intervals are separated by
a redshift interval of size 0.005 to avoid correlation between
neighbours.

Extension for Galactic Understanding and Exploration
(SEGUE-2), the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Sur-
vey (BOSS), Apache Point Observatory Galatic Evolu-
tion (APOGEE) and Multi-Object APO Radial Velocity
Exoplanet Large-area Survey (MARVELS). We concern
in mapping distribution of the LRGs and quasars from
BOSS to extract the BAO bump and constrain cosmo-
logical models.

The BOSS experiment, as part of the SDSS-III project,
mapped about 1.5⇥106 luminous red galaxies (LRG), as
faint as i = 19.9, over 10,000 deg2, up to redshifts z < 0.7.
BOSS used upgraded instruments to extend the redshift
and map deeper than the SDSS-I and -II. This new spec-
troscopic experiment allows to map galaxy density with
approximately n = 0.0002� 0.0003 h3/Mpc3.

The data release 10 (DR10) from BOSS contains
409,337 LRGs in the north galactic hemisphere, with red-
shifts from z = 0.43 to z = 0.7, including new BOSS
spectra. To provide di↵erent transversal signatures as
function of redshift, the data was divided into bins of
redshift with almost 20,000 LRGs in each, with one ex-
ception, an interval with ⇠ 40, 000 LRGs in order to de-
tect a clear BAO signal. Notice that the selection of
the bin redshift intervals is not an easy task: choosing a
small redshift interval could not contain enough galaxy
correlated pairs in order to reveal the BAO signal; from
the other side, a large redshift bin can decrease the BAO
amplitude (because of the presence of a mixture of radial
and transversal correlated galaxies) confounding the true
signature with noise. After several analyses, the bins se-
lected have means at: z̄ = 0.45, 0.47, 0.49, 0.51, 0.53, 0.55.
Details of these data sets are in Table I. Moreover, the
choose of contiguous intervals takes into account a possi-
ble correlation between neighbour bin redshifts, for this
they are separated by a redshift interval of size 0.005 to
avoid such correlations.

IV. METHODS TO DETECT THE BAO BUMP

In previous works (see, e.g., [12, 13]), the 2PACF
was applied to galaxy surveys with photometric redshift
(photo-z) data, where the redshift error depends on the
range of wavelengths given by filters. Unfortunately, the

photo-z errors with larger magnitude provides large un-
certainties in separations between galaxies. In addition
to this problem, some analyses need a fiducial cosmology
to derive cosmological parameters from the 2PACF [14].
This strategy is adopted because it is very common to
find more than a unique bump in any plot of the 2PCF
or 2PACF. This happens because peaks or bumps also
appear due to systematic e↵ects present in the sample
in analysis. Thus, when the 2PACF shows more than
one bump one needs guiding principles to recognise the
true acoustic scale, in our case these criteria should be
independent of a cosmological model. For this, we shall
identify the angular-BAO signal only when a bump re-
mains a bump after applying the following two tests:

1. the 2PACF performed with different bin sizes (of
angular separation)

2. the 2PACF obtained after a small random shu✏ing
of the galaxies angular coordinates

Our strategy follows the basic criterion that, if the
BAO bump is present and is robust, then it will survive
after applying these tests. In such a case, one can con-
sider safely that such a bump corresponds to a transversal
BAO signature.
After that, the BAO bump is localised through a best-

fit procedure, obtaining the ✓FIT value, that is then cor-
rected to the true value ✓BAO using a shift function that
will be explained in the next section.

1. Bin size criterium

In any histogram, like the 2PACF, the choice of the
bin size is a compromise between a noisy curve (when
small bins are used), where possible signatures are hid-
den by statistical noise and systematics, and a smoothly

curve (when large bins are used), where possible signa-
tures spread out and are almost invisible. Our leading
criterion to decide the presence of a robust bump –like a
BAO bump– is that it should appear in the 2PACF even
when one changes the bin width, while noise bumps shall
smear out or simple disappear.
To optimize the best bin size in our 2PACF analy-

ses we trial several possibilities. Between them, we find
three interesting cases for the angular interval in analy-
sis ✓ 2 [0�, 12�] (although the 2PACF curves show only
the interval of interest: [0�, 8�]). In fig. 1 we show the
2PACF curves for the six redshift bins, considering the
cases where the number of bins is Nb = 31, 37, and 40,
with the data points plotted in each panel, respectively,
from top to bottom. In each case the bin size is obtained
through �✓ ⌘ 12�/Nb.
In these data plots, one observes that there cases where

the BAO bump is easy recognisable (e.g., for the redshift
bins z̄ = 0.47 and z̄ = 0.53), while in others it is really
di�cult to identify one single bump. This make neces-
sary a second criterium to decide between true and false
bumps.

SDSS-DR10



Finding        in the 2PACF✓
BAO

?
?



A 2% Distance to z = 0.35 : Methods and Data 3

Figure 1. A pictoral explanation of how density-field reconstruction can improve the acoustic scale measurement. In each panel, we
show a thin slice of a simulated cosmological density field. (top left) In the early universe, the initial densities are very smooth. We mark
the acoustic feature with a ring of 150 Mpc radius from the central points. A Gaussian with the same rms width as the radial distribution
of the black points from the centroid of the blue points is shown in the inset. (top right) We evolve the particles to the present day, here
by the Zel’dovich approximation (Zel’dovich 1970). The red circle shows the initial radius of the ring, centered on the current centroid of
the blue points. The large-scale velocity field has caused the black points to spread out; this causes the acoustic feature to be broader.
The inset shows the current rms radius of the black points relative to the centroid of the blue points (solid line) compared to the initial
rms (dashed line). (bottom left) As before, but overplotted with the Lagrangian displacement field, smoothed by a 10h�1 Mpc Gaussian
filter. The concept of reconstruction is to estimate this displacement field from the final density field and then move the particles back
to their initial positions. (bottom right) We displace the present-day position of the particles by the opposite of the displacement field
in the previous panel. Because of the smoothing of the displacement field, the result is not uniform. However, the acoustic ring has
been moved substantially closer to the red circle. The inset shows that the new rms radius of the black points (solid), compared to the
initial width (long-dashed) and the uncorrected present-day width (short-dashed). The narrower peak will make it easier to measure the
acoustic scale. Note that the algorithm applied to the data is more complex than was just described, but this figure illustrates the basic
opportunity of reconstruction.

steps of this algorithm below and discuss details specific to
our implementation in subsequent subsections.

(i) Estimate the unreconstructed power spectrum P (k) or
correlation function ⇠(r).

(ii) Estimate the galaxy bias b and the linear growth rate,
f ⌘ d lnD/d ln a ⇠⌦0.55

M (Carroll et al. 1992; Linder 2005),
where D(a) is the linear growth function as a function of
scale factor a and ⌦M is the matter density relative to the
critical density.

(iii) Embed the survey into a larger volume, chosen such
that the boundaries of this larger volume are su�ciently
separated from the survey.

(iv) Gaussian smooth the density field.
(v) Generate a constrained Gaussian realization that

matches the observed density and interpolates over masked
and unobserved regions (§2.3).

(vi) Estimate the displacement field  within the
Zel’dovich approximation (§2.4).

(vii) Shift the galaxies by � . Since linear redshift-
space distortions arise from the same velocity field, we shift
the galaxies by an additional �f( · ŝ)ŝ (where ŝ is the
radial direction). In the limit of linear theory (i.e. large
scales), this term exactly removes redshift-space distortions
(Kaiser 1987; Hamilton 1998; Scoccimarro 2004). Denote
these points by D.

(viii) Construct a sample of points randomly distributed
according to the angular and radial selection function and
shift them by � . Note that we do not correct these for
redshift-space distortions. Denote these points by S.

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000



after understanding systematics,… results



SDSS!
Gabriela

Edilson



uniform distribution?



isotropy           -> 2d: 2PACF
homogeneity   -> 2d, 3d: 2PACF, 2PCF

can be tested with astronomical data



⇠(s) =
DD(s)�RR(s)

RR(s)

!(✓) =
DD(✓)�RR(✓)

RR(✓)

3PCF

2PACF



An example: 2PACF in a CMB map



Função de correlação angular de dois pontos

Seja um mapa de flut. de temperaturas �Ti = �T (⇤i , ⌅i ) com N

pixels: �T1,�T2, ...,�TN . A pixelização da esfera determina que

as distâncias angulares são discretas: entre o centro do pixel i com

coordenadas (⇤i , ⌅i ) e o centro do pixel j com coordenadas (⇤j , ⌅j).

A função de correlação angular de dois pontos ( 2PACF , em inglês) é

C (�i j ) ⇥ ⇧�T (⇤i , ⌅i )�T (⇤j , ⌅j) ⌃ ,

�i j ⇥ cos�1[cos(⇤i ) cos(⇤j) + sin(⇤i ) sin(⇤j) cos(⌅i � ⌅j)] ,

a média ⇧ ⌃ é obtida usando todos os valores t.q. �i j ⇤ [(k�1)⇥, k⇥],

⌅k = 1, ...,Nbins; tal média dá o valor de C no k�ésimo bin:
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1

1.5

2

⇥ é o tamanho do bin



Revelando assinaturas nas curvas 2PACF

assinatura-zero, assinatura-dipolar, assinatura-quadrupolar,..



Finally: 2PACF in a galaxies catalog!



Where is the angular-BAO signal?
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Systematics: Problems or Opportunities?

?
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(some) Fundamental Questions

• What is the shape of the Universe?     R^3          sure?

• Is the Universe homegeneous and isotropic? yes!         hdyki?

• Is LCDM the `true’ cosmology? maybe!          f(R,G),..

• Does the dark energy exist? Is it necessary?

• Or: do we live in a void? How large it is?

• Is the Universe acceleration a data artifact?

• Did the Universe came from a singularity?





Transversal Scale from Baryon Acoustic Oscillations using SDSS DR11
galaxies angular correlation function [arXiv:1709.00271]

Gabriela C. Carvalho, Armando Bernui, Micol Benetti, Joel C. Carvalho e Jailson Alcaniz
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Ampliamos o número de
medidas de BAO transver-
sal (quase independente de
modelo) para os redshifts
médios z =0.57,0.59,0.61,0.63
e 0.65 utilizando o DR11 do
Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Tais
dados possibilitam obter bons
vínculos para o modelo wCDM
e w(a)CDM e para o horizonte
acústico na época de arraste.

Principais Resultados



arXiv: 1709.00113v2

E. de Carvalho, A. Bernui, G. C. 
Carvalho and C. P. Novaes

3.7 sigma detection!Edilson
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14 model independent measurements!



SDSS!



Voids

⟼

4 Ricciardelli et al.

Figure 1. The images show the density contrast field in slices of thickness ∼ 0.4Mpc/h projected along two coordinate axes of the
simulated box. In the upper panels the density contrast field includes both the dark matter and the gas components. In the lower panels
we show the gas density contrast, defined as: (Ωm/Ωb)(ρgas/ρB) − 1. The white contours indicate the boundaries of one of the largest
voids found by the void finder, having equivalent radius of 17Mpc/h and mean density contrast of −0.85. The slices are centered at
the cell containing the void center. The bottom images show a zoom into the void region for the total density contrast (left) and the
gas density contrast (right). Cyan and blue contours indicate voids in the middle and bottom hierarchies, respectively, contained in the
parent void.

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Isotropy analysis of the Planck Convergence map
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 473, 165 (2018) 

Patch Analysis Hemispherical Analysis

G. A. Marques; C. P. Novaes; A. Bernui; I. S. Ferreira. 



ALFALFA catalog!



  

Escala de homogeneidade do 
Universo local

Felipe Avila et al.



Reconstrução de Perturbações Cosmológicas de Matéria
Reconstrução 
não paramétrica

Dados da 
expansão 
cósmica

Solução 
da 
equação 
do 
contraste

Hipóteses testadas: 
- U n i v e r s o h o m o g ê n e o , i s o t r ó -           

pico e espacialmente plano; 
- Matéria covariantemente conservada; 
- Teoria da Relatividade Geral descreve 

corretamente a gravidade.

Javier González Sánchez et al.



What is the shape of the Universe?!



AB, C. Novaes, T. Pereira,  
G. Starkman


